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•meet with general acceptance, I have adopted it in the compilation of this volume.
The coins of each emperor are classified according to their mints, and the issues of each mint are arranged chronologically* In this classification 1 have followed Mr. H. Nelson Wright, but the mints are arranged In the Persian alphabetical order. In the mint and date columns a line means that the coin is defective in consequence of the fact that the die was often too large for the flan^ or is illegible in these partleiilarSo If, on the other handy a coin is mintless or dateless, or both, the spaces provided in the Catalogue for these details are left entirely blank
It will be noted that the Mughal emperors were fond of re-naming towns after themselves, or their exploits^ or by names having a religious significance. Sometimes the new name, instead of superseding the old one, was coupled together with it, e. g. Muhammadabad Banaras, Muminabad Bindraban* In my mint classification I have given precedence to the original name. For instance, Muhammadabad Banaras must be looked for, not under Muhammadabad, but under Banaras. • The coins of the Great Mughals Akbar and J^hanglr con* form to an average weight of 168 grains for the gold mohar, and 178 grains (173 to 177 for the used • specimens) for the silver rupee, but are surprisingly divergent in shape and size, This Is less true for the coins of Shah Jahan, and from the time of Aurangzeb the coinage becomes very monotonous as far as the weights and sizes of the issues are concerned. I have therefore omitted, except in particular cases, to chronicle the weights and sizes of the silver coins of Aurangzeb and his successors.
1 have adhered to the familiar Hunterian system' of transliteration in preference to the more scientific system, advocated by the Eoyal Asiatic Society. Under the latter scheme the transliteration equivalents for the three Arabic letters e*? O^? and l> are th, d, and dh, as differentiated from the Hunterian

